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Welcome and Introduction 
to Sanger

The Sanger is a world leader in genome research that delivers insights into human and pathogen biology that change 
science and medicine through:

• Being an ‘ideas factory’; conceiving new questions to address through genomics and biological science at scale.

• Driving genomics technology development and implementation.

• Innovating genomic data aggregation and analysis.

• Large-scale DNA sequence and phenotype data 

production from humans, pathogens and cells.

• Addressing scientific questions underpinning health

issues of low and middle income countries.

• Training scientists and clinicians in genome sciences.

• Leading global research initiatives with international 

partners.

• Being at the centre of a collaborative network of 

science.



Welcome and Introduction 
to Sanger

Science Programmes Scientific Operations Management 
Operations

• Cancer, Ageing 
and Somatic 
Mutation

• Cellular Genetics
• Human Genetics
• Parasites and 

Microbes

• Grants 
• Legal
• Ethics
• Finance
• ICT

• DNA Pipelines
• Cellular 

Operations
• Research Support 

Facility



Where the idea came from

• Born out of conversations at this year's INORMS/ARMA conference in 
Edinburgh, between colleagues from Babraham and Sanger

• Evident that there is a real value in connecting colleagues who are 
working in research administration roles in Cambridge and the local 
area

• Colleagues at Sanger have been working on this idea with input from 
Danielle Hoyle (Babraham)



Cambridge Research 
Administrator Network

Our Mission

Connecting Research Managers and Administrators across 
Cambridgeshire to share information, celebrate best practices and 
strengthen relationships.



Vision for the 
Cambridge Research 

Administrator Network
OVERVIEW

A network to connect Research Managers and Administrators across Cambridgeshire to build and strengthen 
relationships by sharing information, knowledge, resources and celebrating best practices to support research. 
The idea is simple – an opportunity for RMAs to engage with each other in the local area. This network will aim 
to foster relationships and encourage connections.

Cambridge Research Administrator Network has been formed to address a lack of networking opportunities 
between research managers and administrators in the Cambridge region. The aims of the network are:

• To hold regular meetings between colleagues in academic and charitable research offices

• To share best practice through short presentations, either within the network or from external source

• To discuss current issues in research administration, strengthening relationships for current and future 
collaborations 



An Effective Network

• Topics for Network Meetings

• Would there be a benefit to an online forum/group 
i.e LinkedIn?

• How you will benefit from the network

• How your organisation will benefit from the network

• Future Meetings including Schedule and Locations;
• Quarterly schedule of network events? 

• Would you like to host a session?
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Thank you!


